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Abstract
This thesis deals with the problem of developing a microscopy imaging technique with fast
acquisition rates and label-free chemical selectivity for the study of tumor formation and its
diagnosis in early stages of development. Spontaneous Raman scattering microscopy studies
on human breast pathologies have led to models that characterize normal and cancerous
breast tissue. This technique, however, is weak and requires long integration times, making
it problematic as a clinical imaging tool. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)
microscopy can improve the speed of acquisition and is more suitable for imaging, but at
the cost of losing spectral information and generating unwanted background. As an ad-
vance, this thesis describes the technology of Nonlinear Interferometric Vibrational Imaging
(NIVI), a CARS-based technique that uses two engineered femtosecond optical pulses and
interferometric detection to retrieve broadband Raman signatures free of background. The
performance of this technique is shown in the acquisition of spatial-spectral maps in mate-
rial samples and mammary tissue. Results were validated by comparison with spontaneous
Raman microscopy and bright field images of stained sections of the same tissues.
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Over the last decade new microscopic techniques have emerged as tools to visualize molecules,
cells and biological processes. In particular, the use of fluorescence microscopy has opened
a window to observe processes that were not observable by the use of previous microscopy
techniques because of their lack of chemical selectivity. Accompanying this, there has been
an important development of contrast agents that target specific molecules, enabling imaging
with high selectivity and resolution. Nevertheless, introduction of these fluorescent dyes may
alter the specimen, and as research in pathology, biology and medicine gains complexity,
microscopic techniques must evolve to meet the demand not only for chemical selectivity
and high sensitivity, but also for noninvasivess.
This demand has prompted a growing interest in nonlinear microscopic techniques that do
not require the introduction of markers. One of the most important recent microscopy tech-
niques is coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy, which provides high
sensitivity and chemical selectivity by probing intrinsic vibrational modes in molecules that
can be used to identify the biochemical constituents of cells and tissues. CARS microscopy
has been useful for mapping lipid compartments, protein clusters and water distribution
in cells, and improvements in spectral resolution associated with suppression of unwanted
background make it a promising technique for future analysis of other macromolecules, such
as RNA and DNA.
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a detailed explanation of Nonlinear Interferometric
Vibrational Imaging (NIVI) and a discussion of its possible applications in the diagnosis of
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lesions in breast tissue. NIVI is a microscopy technique based on CARS that makes use
of interferometry to perform chemical imaging over a wide range of vibrational frequencies.
NIVI achieves high spectral resolution and effective suppression of the background associated
with CARS processes, so that micro-spectroscopic data of 3D volumes can be obtained at
high speed.
This thesis is organized as follows: The present chapter provides an introduction to
microscopic techniques with chemical selectivity. Chapter 2 describes the most important
features of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering. Chapter 3 provides an explanation of
the principles of operation and experimental implementation of NIVI. Chapter 4 describes
the application of this technique to perform imaging with chemical contrast in material and
mammary tissue samples. This chapter also provides a spectroscopic characterization of
mammary tissue and discusses relevant biochemical markers for discrimination of normal
and abnormal tissues. Chapter 5 discusses future directions for this project and conclusions.
Finally, a series of appendixes complement the material presented in this thesis, especially
in the derivation of relevant formulas.
1.1 NIVI Technology
This section presents a brief introduction to the context of NIVI, starting with the most gen-
eral overview of nonlinear optical microscopy techniques and ending with a brief description
of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, the contrast mechanism used in NIVI.
1.1.1 Nonlinear microscopy
Although many nonlinear optical processes were discovered long ago, nonlinear microscopy
is new compared to conventional linear microscopy, mainly because there were limitations
in recreating the conditions for the generation of nonlinear radiation over reduced volumes,
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and decades of technological development in areas such as laser sources and objective lenses
with high correction of aberration had to happen before nonlinear spectroscopy evolved into
nonlinear microscopy.
Nonlinear processes occur when incident electromagnetic fields induce large oscillations
of the polarization in a medium. The polarization in this case can be expanded as
P ∝ χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ... (1.1)
where P is the induced polarization and χ(n) is a proportionality constant multiplying the nth
power of the electric field E, known as the nth order susceptibility. Many nonlinear processes
can occur simultaneously, but the power of the radiated signal of each process decreases for
higher orders of the polarization. Nonlinear microscopy [1], also referred as multiphoton
microscopy, is an active field of optical microscopy. There are characteristic properties of
nonlinear microscopy techniques that give them an advantage over linear techniques. First,
they provide novel contrast mechanisms that convey new information about the sample,
and that are characterized by the high order nonlinear susceptibilities in Equation (1.1).
These susceptibilities convey important intrinsic information about the species, such as the
energy levels of their electronic or vibrational excited states. Therefore, by characterizing the
susceptibilities, different species can be discriminated. Second, the obtained signal depends
on high powers of the excitation field that are typically obtained only at the focus. Nonlinear
microscopy is therefore characterized by tight focusing that allows intrinsically high spatial
resolution in three dimensions.
1.1.2 Types of nonlinear optical microscopy
Many classifications of nonlinear microscopy are possible. When the nonlinear processes
cause absorption of photons in a material, the output signal is incoherent (i.e. fluorescence).
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On the other hand, when the process involves scattering of photons, the signal is coherent
[i.e. second harmonic generation (SHG), CARS]. This second group offers the possibility of
manipulating the shape of the incident beams to optimize a desired signal, a property that
is exploited in the present work, as will be seen later. Meanwhile, a brief description of the
main nonlinear microscopic techniques follows.
Fluorescence microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy is highly used for applications requiring molecular selectivity. In
this technique, a beam illuminates a molecule with photons having an energy slightly higher
than the first excited electronic state of the molecule, so that when a photon is absorbed
by the fluorescent molecule, it excites an electron to the first excited electronic state, and
a molecular vibrational mode. The energy stored in the vibrational mode is dissipated in
a nonradiative way. Eventually, the molecule releases the energy contained in the excited
electronic state in the form of a photon at a lower energy than the incident one. The process
can be represented as
~ωp → ~ωe + ~ωv → ~ωe + heat→ ~ωp′ + heat (1.2)
where the subscripts p, e and v correspond to the frequencies associated with radiated pho-
tons, electronic excitations and vibrational excitations, respectively [see Figure 1.1(a)]. No-
tice that ωp′ < ωp. In general, the decrease in frequency in the emitted photons is specific
to each fluorophore, so that different colors correspond to different fluorophores, enabling
multi-tagging of biological species. Fluorescence typically follows first order kinetics, and






















Figure 1.1: Energy diagrams for representative nonlinear microscopy techniques. Red and
blue lines represent red-shifted and blue-shifted photons with respect to the pump photons (in
black). Curly arrows represent nonradiative decays. Dashed horizontal lines represent virtual
states and solid lines represent molecular eigenstates. Kets to the right denote eigenstates
in the order |electronic, vibrational〉. (a) Conventional fluorescence (left) and two-photon
excited fluorescence (right), (b) second harmonic generation, (c) infrared absorption, (d)
spontaneous Raman scattering, and (e) coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering.
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where [Se,1] is the concentration of excited fluorescent molecules. The fluorescent lifetime
is defined as the inverse of the decay constant Γ, and is in the order of nanoseconds, while
the nonradiative dissipation is in the order of picoseconds. The fluorescent lifetime is an
important parameter as it can be used to differentiate fluorophores that emit photons in
overlapping spectral regions.
Fluorescence microscopy has various implementations. It can be used in a full field con-
figuration or in a confocal configuration for multiphoton excitation [2] (Figure 1.1(a), right)
or for achieving resolutions beyond the diffraction limit, such as in the case of stimulated-
emission-depletion fluorescence microscopy (STED) [3], in which a second beam, called the
STED beam, inhibits the fluorescence process in the outer regions of the excitation point-
spread function (PSF). Confocal fluorescence has been used with other modalities such as
optical coherence microscopy (OCM) [4] and CARS [5].
The contrast in fluorescent microscopy is obtained by the use of fluorescent markers
that are introduced into the specimen of study (currently a great variety of markers can be
found). Although many molecules present in biological systems, such as NADH and NADPH,
fluoresce, oftentimes autofluorescence background is undesirable, as it limits the detection
sensitivity for exogenous fluorescent markers [2]. Nevertheless, some applications may take
advantage of this autofluorescence (i.e. to monitor cellular metabolic state or photodamage).
An important drawback of the use of exogenous markers is that these agents photobleach,
and some of them may perturb the function of the observed biological system.
Second harmonic generation microscopy
SHG is a second order nonlinear process (second term in Equation (1.1)), in which two
incident pump photons interact with the sample to produce a photon at twice the frequency
of the pump (Figure 1.1(b)). Since this is a case of nonlinear scattering, the SHG signal
preserves the coherence of the pump light, and therefore is highly directional in the forward
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direction. Additionally, its nonlinear nature provides intrinsic optical sectioning.
Although SHG was demonstrated in microscopy over 30 years ago, for a long time it
was not considered as a viable contrast mechanism for imaging biological systems [6]. In
fact, SHG does provide a limited chemical selectivity when compared to other endogenous
nonlinear techniques, such as those mediated through molecular vibrational eigenstates (see
following section). SHG requires the molecules to have noncentrosymmetric organization.
Despite this requirement, it has been proven effective in the visualization of well structured
protein assemblies, such as collagen, microtubules and muscle myosin [6]. One of its fa-
vorable characteristics is that, unlike most fluorescence imaging, is it based on a completely
endogenous contrast mechanism, and therefore no risk of phototoxicity or photobleaching ex-
ists. It is important to mention that SHG and TPEF are typically combined in applications
involving structural and functional imaging of tissues [7].
Vibrational contrast imaging: Infrared, Raman and CARS microscopy
Infrared (IR) microscopy probes the absorption of photons that cause the excitation of
vibrational modes of a molecule (in the electronic ground state). Since the energy of an
excited vibrational state depends on the masses of the atoms that form the chemical bond,
the absorption spectral lines are unique for a particular bond (the couplings between different
chemical groups in complex molecules are expressed as shifts in the resonant energies), and
constitute the basis of the contrast mechanism for IR techniques. Nevertheless, the long
excitation wavelengths used in IR microscopy lower its resolution. Also, water presents high
levels of absorption in the infrared range, hindering its application to image living cells.
Furthermore, infrared microscopy suffers from a lack of well developed instrumentation,
since most of the focus on detectors has been put into the visible range of the spectrum.
To overcome these problems, spontaneous Raman microscopy is used. As in IR microscopy,
it probes the vibrational modes of chemical bonds in molecules, enabling chemical imaging.
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The main difference with respect to IR microscopy is that it makes use of the spontaneous
Raman scattering effect, discovered by Raman and Krishnan in 1928 [8], to inelastically
scatter photons in the visible range.
In Raman microscopy, a narrow-band optical beam with photon energies ~ωp illuminates
a sample (Figure 1.1). For a molecule with a single vibrational excited state of energy ~Ω,
part of the energy of the pump (incident) photons ~ωp is used to excite the vibrational
mode of the molecule and the remaining energy is emitted as red-shifted photons having an
energy ~ωs = ~ωp−~Ω. These are called Stokes photons. In the case of multiple vibrational
excitations, the spectrum of the Stokes field can be obtained, allowing the reconstruction
of the vibrational signature of the molecule. In principle, it is also possible to de-excite
excited vibrational states to the ground state, emitting blue-shifted photons, called anti-
Stokes photons, but the ratio of excited/de-excited molecules is much lower at standard
temperatures, following the Boltzmann distribution.
The major advantage of Raman microscopy for imaging biological specimens is its ability
to obtain high-resolution vibrational spectra in a range of wave numbers significantly broader
than that achievable with any other broadband vibrational technique. This feature makes it
suitable as a means to identify interesting, unique, and specific spectral features in different
tissues.
Raman spectroscopy and microscopy are very well established techniques and have been
used in a wide range of applications in the fields of medicine, biology, forensic research,
mineralogy of planetary materials and analysis of art objects, to name just a few. Because
Raman microscopy uses shorter excitation wavelengths than IR, it can achieve better spatial
resolution and avoid water absorption, allowing imaging of living cells. Differences between
the Raman scattering spectra of normal and diseased tissue have been established for a wide
variety of diseases, including lung [9] and gastric [10] cancer and basal cell carcinoma [11, 12].
Other studies include imaging of breast tissue [13], imaging of protein distribution in single
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human cells [14], and studies of DNA and protein distributions in apoptotic cells [15].
The primary limitation of Raman microscopy for imaging resides in the weakness of the
acquired signal: from every 106 pump photons, only 1 is converted to the Stokes radiation.
This requires detection schemes with long integration times (∼1 s/pixel) to collect significant
signal, making it prohibitive as a clinical tool or to monitor fast biological processes. The
signal is so weak that the red-shifted Stokes photons obtained with Raman microscopy are
overwhelmed by the presence of one-photon induced fluorescence, which is equally red-shifted
and therefore cannot be spectrally separated.
Alternative Raman scattering techniques have been developed to overcome the low sen-
sitivity of spontaneous Raman microscopy. Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
microscopy has made possible significant increases in signal levels [16] and provides sub-
diffraction spatial resolution. Other techniques include the recently developed stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy [17], but mainly the development of coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering microscopy.
1.1.3 A brief description of CARS
CARS can stimulate the production of a significantly larger amount of signal than spon-
taneous Raman microscopy. Like spontaneous Raman, CARS probes vibrational modes
in molecules and does not require the introduction of exogenous dyes or markers, which
is advantageous in imaging small molecules, such as metabolites, for which labeling may
significantly affect their molecular properties [18].
CARS is a process that involves four photons that interact with the third order nonlinear
susceptibility χ(3)(Ω) of the sample, which is a function of the vibrational frequencies Ω. To
understand a CARS event, consider two photons: a pump, of energy ~ωp, and a Stokes, of
lower energy ~ωs. Consider also a molecule with a single resonance, represented by a third
order susceptibility χ(3)(Ω) = δ(Ω − Ω1). A CARS event can be understood in two steps
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(Figure 1.1). Upon the illumination of the molecule with the pump and Stokes photons, the
first step is initiated if the condition ~Ω1 = ~ωp − ~ωs is met; that is, if the difference in
energy between the pump and Stokes photons matches the energy of the excited vibrational
state of the molecule, so that the molecule is excited. Once this happens, the second step is
the result of the interaction of this excited state with a third photon, known as the probe, of
energy ~ωp′ . This photon gains the energy of excitation of the molecule, and an anti-Stokes
photon is emitted with an energy ~ωas = ~ωp + ~ωp′ − ~ωs that has a higher frequency than
any of the incident photons.
The first systematic study of CARS was performed by Maker and Terhune in 1965 [19].
Since then, CARS spectroscopy has become a technique widely used in chemical analysis.
Duncan et al. reported the construction of the first CARS microscope in 1982 [20]. In this
experiment, they used two picosecond dye lasers (in the visible portion of the spectrum) in a
non-collinear configuration to meet the phase matching condition of the process, and images
of the distribution of D2O where taken with the use of a two-dimensional detector, but the
signal was overwhelmed by an overlapping background. Following them, in 1999, Zumbusch
et al. reported the first microscope in a tightly focused configuration that collected light
in the forward direction [21], this time with collinear pump and Stokes pulses in the near
infrared range. The new selection of frequency for the incident light showed a reduction in
the background, and the relaxation of the phase-matching condition (due to tight focusing)
allowed better spatial resolution. This effort triggered more studies of CARS microscopy in
the following years.
The following two lists summarize the main advantages and disadvantages of CARS
microscopy for biological applications.
Advantages:
1. CARS microscopy makes use of a nondestructive, noninvasive endogenous contrast
mechanism, which is advantageous in imaging small molecules for which labeling may
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significantly affect the molecular properties. Furthermore, the endogenous contrast
mechanism in CARS is not affected by photobleaching and problems with diffusion of
markers to the target zones.
2. As a nonlinear optical process, a CARS signal is generated in zones with high optical
intensities. The intensity of the acquired signal has a quadratic dependence on the
pump field and a linear dependence on the Stokes field, a condition that limits the
generation of the CARS signal over a reduced region in the focal point when high
numeric aperture objectives are used. This allows using CARS microscopy in a confocal
configuration to produce 3D vibrational contrast images with high spatial resolution.
3. Imaging requires fast detection. The efficiency of CARS is orders of magnitude higher
than that of spontaneous Raman scattering [22]. This enables CARS as a good con-
trast mechanism for imaging with chemical contrast (spectra can be acquired at ∼ 10
µm/pixel, which is reasonably fast).
4. When illuminating a sample to produce CARS photons, other processes occur simul-
taneously, i.e., fluorescence, coherent Stokes Raman scattering [23], stimulated Raman
gain (SRG), stimulated Raman loss (SRL) and Raman-induced Kerr effect (RIKE).
CARS signals belong to a separate range of the spectrum from these other processes,
so there is no conflict in identifying signals coming from them.
Disadvantages:
1. The presence of a coherent nonresonant background can overwhelm the chemically
specific resonant signal. Since the signals mix coherently, suppression of the background
is not trivial, and many approaches have been taken to solve this problem, one of which
is presented as a topic in this work (Section 3.2.2).
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2. For spontaneous Raman microscopy, the molecular oscillators within the sample are
random in phase. For CARS, however, the molecular oscillators are stimulated to
vibrate in phase, making it necessary to illuminate the sample within certain phase
matching conditions. Therefore, CARS signal is generated in specific directions at
which constructive interference of the anti-Stokes field occurs.
3. The experimental implementation of CARS is, in general, costly and difficult when
compared to linear techniques, fluorescence or SHG microscopy. Conventional CARS
needs the use of two synchronized pulses, and they need to overlap in space and time at
the sample, which requires very precise alignments and apo-chromatic objective lenses.
1.2 Breast and Breast Cancer Diagnosis
This section presents a brief description of the histological composition of the mammary
gland and breast cancer, as well as a description of the current diagnostic techniques for
breast cancer.
1.2.1 Histology
Breast tissue is comprised of mammary glands, connective tissue that surrounds and supports
the glands, and fat. The glandular tissue is concentrated in the center and upper outer half
of the breast, and is composed of 15 to 25 milk-producing lobular units and a system of
branching ducts that are connected to the nipple. These lobules are separated by layers of
dense connective tissue and surrounded by abundant adipose tissue. Each lobule is divided
into sublobules of various orders, of which the smallest consist of elongated tubules, the
alveolar ducts, covered by small saccular evaginations, the alveoli.
The intralobular and interlobular stroma are very different. The former is highly special-
ized and vascular. It contains very few collagen fibers and almost no fat. It also constitutes
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the major bulk of the lobule and is mucoid and more cellular. This loose connective tissue is
believed to allow greater distensibility when the epithelial portions of the organ hypertrophy
during lactation. A mixture of cells including lymphocytes, histiocytes, plasma cells and
mast cells, is found in addition to blood vessels and nerves. In contrast, the interlobular
stroma is more compact and contains elastic tissue and fat.
The alveoli and alveolar ducts, which constitute the secretory portions of the gland, are
lined by two cell layers: an inner luminal layer consisting of epithelium (in a cuboidal or
columnar type) and an outlayer of myoepithelial cells, which lie beneath the epithelium and
are discontinuous, enclosing the glandular alveoli in a loosely meshed network. Myoepithelial
cells may be positive for alpha smooth muscle actin and can contract and expel the secretions
of the gland.
1.2.2 Active mammary tissue
When the mammary gland becomes active during pregnancy, the growth of epithelial struc-
ture takes place, at least in part, at the expense of the interstitial adipose tissue of the
breast. There is also an infiltration of the interstitial tissue with lymphocytes, plasma cells,
and eosinophils.
Epithelial cells secrete the milk products into the lumen of the alveoli and alveolar ducts.
Epithelial cells have two distinct secretory products, formed and released by different mech-
anisms. The protein constituents of the milk are elaborated on the membranes of the en-
doplasmic reticulum, and released by meocrine secretion (the secretory material passes out
through the cell apex without appreciable loss of cytoplasm). The fatty components of the
milk arise as lipid droplets free in the cytoplasmic matrix. These droplets accumulate near
the free surface that projects into the lumen. Once they have matured, the cell secretes the
droplet in an apocrine way (with some loss of cytoplasm of the cell).
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1.2.3 Breast cancer
In this section, a brief description of the types of breast cancer follows. The origin of
tumor formation is variable. About 5% of breast cancers have an hereditary component,
the most common being mutations in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, while the rest are the
result of mutations and other abnormalities that are exacerbated during the aging process.
Although the mechanisms of tumor formation and development are not well understood,
some relations have been established. For example, high breast density in more than 50%
of the tissue may account for up to 30% of breast cancers [24]. A causal relation between
these two factors could explain the underlying mechanism by which hormone replacement
therapy, which increases breast density [25], augments cancer risk too.
Breast tumors are classified as benign or malignant. The difference between these cat-
egories lies in the tumor capability to invade and metastasize. Benign tumors vary in type
and usually grow until they can be palpated (several cm). Some benign tumors that develop
from lobules, such as cysts (walled spaces filled with fluid), can be diagnosed by ultrasound
and mammography, while others, such as fibroadenoma (composed of varying amounts of
epithelium and stroma), need diagnosis confirmation from aspiration cytology or core needle
biopsy.
The typical tumor arises from a proliferation of epithelial cells that gradually tend to
fill the lumen of ducts or lobules (Figure 1.2). Usual ductal hyperplasia (UDH), an in-
crease in the number of cells to more than two cell layers above the basal membrane, is
characterized by the absence of cytological atypia. This type of tumor is therefore benign.
Nevertheless, its cytomorphology can be variable, making it difficult to differentiate from
malignant hyperplasias such as atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH). Although there are no
definite histopathological criteria [26], distinction between these two types is made based on
cytological features, histological pattern and anatomical extent.









Figure 1.2: H&E staining of (a) fat (white), connective tissue (pink) and lobule (purple) in
normal breast. (b) Section of normal tissue showing double cell layer in ducts. (c) Usual
ductal hyperplasia. (d) Atypical ductal hyperplasia. (e) Ductal carcinoma in situ. (f)
Invasive ductal carcinoma. Adapted from [26].
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interlobular part ceases to exist. The ductules expand indefinitely incorporating themselves
in a single lumen, and causing the loss of the lobular architecture, a lesion called ductal
carcinoma in situ (DCIS). Despite their similar origins (proliferation of epithelial cells),
UDH and DCIS are not different stages of the same lesion; rather, they are biologically
different lesions [27], and UDH is not considered to be a risk factor for subsequent malignancy.
There are different criteria in the classification of DCIS. Some prefer to pay attention to
its architectural pattern, while others prefer a classification based on nuclear morphology,
arguing a better avoidance of interobserver variability. Low grade DCIS rarely presents a
palpable mass, and is usually identified incidentally in a biopsy for a clinically benign lesion.
A disruption of the stromal-epithelial interface per se does not indicate micro-invasion
[26]. However, basement membrane stains using immunocytochemistry can aid in the as-
sessment of micro-invasion, and sentinel lymph node sampling could be a useful tool in the
management of patients with DCIS and micro-invasion.
1.2.4 Diagnostic techniques
Initial detection of possible tumors is done by either mammography or self-examination.
Nevertheless, nodules cannot be classified mammographically [28]. Furthermore, the differ-
entiation of a breast carcinoma requires the determination of both tumor type and histolog-
ical grade, necessitating a surgical biopsy that extracts sizable specimens of suspect tissue
for microscopic evaluation of its microscale morphology. Ideally, specimens should be sent
to the laboratory in the fresh state, incised immediately and placed in fixative to obtain
optimum preservation of morphological details. Histological grade provides information to
predict the response to therapy, and in this way can also be regarded as an important factor
[26].
The large number of false positives in mammography, and the invasive nature of regular
surgical biopsy, poses a need to consider alternative, less invasive methods of diagnosis.
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Some current alternatives include fine needle aspiration cytology and core needle biopsy. In
particular, fine needle biopsy is rapid, nonsurgical and extracts isolated cells, but disrupts the
morphology of the tissue, which hinders the possibility of performing morphological analysis
to diagnose the state of the disease. On the other hand, core needle biopsy extracts larger
intact pieces of tissue, and is therefore more suitable for morphological diagnosis [13].
A number of optical techniques have the potential to perform optical biopsies with high
sensitivity and in a minimally invasive way. These employ spectroscopy such as in the
case of spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. For example, Frank et al. [29] and Redd et
al. [28] have separately characterized the chemical constituents in breast tissue to which
Raman spectroscopy is sensitive. Furthermore, they have shown that Raman spectroscopy
has utility in differentiating normal vs. malignant (infiltrating ductal carcinoma) and benign
(fibrocystic change) human breast tissue.
As CARS uses the same contrast mechanism as spontaneous Raman spectroscopy, there
is potential for techniques based on CARS, such as NIVI, to further improve the optical
diagnosis of breast disease by adding their imaging capabilities to the spectral content.
The additional morphological information could add a critical component to the analysis of
disease states, in part because it builds upon traditional cancer histopathology methods that





2.1 The Third Order Nonlinear Susceptibility
As described before, CARS processes are the result of the interaction of light with a molecule
through its third order nonlinear susceptibility χ(3). More specifically, the generation of anti-
Stokes polarization follows:





where E is the electric field and ε is the free space permittivity. From Equation (2.1) it can be
seen that the polarization is modulated by the susceptibility χ(3), which has the resonances
that are characteristic of the sample. This is the origin of the contrast mechanism. The Dirac
delta accounts for the conservation of energy in the process. Notice that only anti-Stokes
photons at frequencies
ωas = ωp + ωp′ − ωs (2.2)
will be generated. This differs from spontaneous Raman scattering, where a broadband
vibrational spectrum can be acquired by a continuous wave (CW) excitation.

















P (3)(−→r ′)d3−→r ′ (2.3)
As indicated by Maxwell’s equations (Appendix A). An analytical solution for the scat-
tering problem has not been obtained, but approximations have led to characterization of the
propagation of the radiated fields for small and bulk nonlinear scatterers, as will be shown
below in Section 2.4.
2.2 Resonant and Nonresonant Components
The radiated anti-Stokes pulses carry information about the vibrational resonances of the
molecule, but they are mixed coherently with a strong nonresonant background (NRB).
This arises from instantaneous four-wave mixing processes mediated via interactions of the
incident photons with electrons. The NRB is not specific to chemical compounds, and
therefore cannot convey any chemical selectivity (Figure 2.1). Nevertheless, its intensity
may be indicative of the density of the sample. In biological species, it mostly arises from
water.
In order to understand how the resonant and background signals interfere, it is impor-






Ωn − Ω− iΓn + χ
(3)
nr (2.4)
where An, Ωn and Γn are the amplitude, resonance frequency and damping constant of the
nth vibrational resonance. Ω = ωp− ωs is the vibrational frequency, and the term χ(3)nr is the
NRB.
















Figure 2.1: Energy diagram of CARS generation of (a) resonant and (b) nonresonant anti-
stokes signals. Dotted lines indicate nonresonant transitions (virtual states), solid lines
indicate resonances. Resonant anti-Stokes photons are mediated by resonances and therefore
are molecular specific while nonresonant anti-Stokes photons are not.
below the resonance frequency, to pi after it. At resonance, the phase of the response is
purely imaginary (Figure 2.2(a)).
Although the nonresonant contribution is very short in time (its duration is about 3 fs
while resonances last several ps), and therefore broad in its spectrum, it does not affect the
resonant vibrational spectrum equally (if that were the case, suppressing the background
would be straightforward); instead, the NRB interferes with the resonant signal because
both are coherent with respect to each other (in the sense that their phase relationship is
deterministic rather than random). In particular, consider the detection of the anti-Stokes
photons in a spectrometer; the power spectrum Ias(Ω) obtained upon measurement of the
anti-Stokes signal is
Ias(Ω) ∝
∣∣χ(3)r (Ω)∣∣2 + ∣∣χ(3)nr ∣∣2 + 2Re[χ(3)r (Ω)]χ(3)nr (2.5)
The third term causes the distortion in the spectrum. Figure 2.2 illustrates how the pres-




















Figure 2.2: Interference of resonant and nonresonant signals. (a) Real and imaginary parts of
the resonant susceptibility (solid red and black lines) and nonresonant susceptibility (dashed
red line). (b) Magnitude of the resonant susceptibility (solid) and magnitude of the total
susceptibility (dashed).
and a dip in the spectral profile at frequencies higher than the resonance peak for the case
of a susceptibility with a single resonance.
When multiple frequencies are present, the NRB complicates the interpretation of vibra-
tional spectra. Many strategies have been studied to suppress the NRB. Among the initial
strategies are (1) collection of epi-detected CARS [30], and (2) polarization-sensitive CARS
[31, 32] and time-resolved CARS [33, 34]. The first method relies on the fact that CARS is
mostly scattered in the backward direction from small scatterers, and therefore the nonres-
onant CARS from the solvent (i.e. water) is avoided. The second approach suppresses NRB
from both solvent and scatterers by taking advantage of the fact that the depolarization
ratio of the NRB is always 1/3, while the depolarization ratio of the resonant CARS signal
varies from 0 to 0.75 [18]; therefore, separation of the two components with a polarizer suf-
fices to block the NRB, but at the expense of blocking part of the resonant signal too. The





is maximized. This is achieved by introducing a polarization difference of 71.6◦ between the
pump and the Stokes beams [35]. Finally, time-resolved CARS uses the difference in the free
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induction decay of the resonant and nonresonant signals to send a probe that is delayed with
respect to the pump and Stokes pulses. Nonresonant components respond instantaneously,
while resonant components remain due to longer dephasing times. Time-resolved CARS
involves the use of three pulses, two of which are temporally overlapped and impulsively
polarize the sample, and a third one that interacts with the sample at a certain delay time
when the nonresonant excitations have decayed, and probes the relaxation of the remaining
resonant polarization.
All three approaches to suppress the background cause an important attenuation of the
resonant signal. Most recent techniques include (1) pulse shaping to avoid nonresonant gen-
eration [36] and (2) phase sensitive detection schemes [37, 38]. In the first approach, pump
and Stokes pulses suppress the nonresonant signal by introducing a phase mismatch in the
coherent addition of nonresonant spectral components, whereas the resonant contribution
still adds up in phase [36]. Finally, the remaining main technique to suppress the nonres-
onant background uses interferometry to measure the relative phase of the CARS signal
with respect to a reference signal from a local oscillator. This way, the imaginary and real
parts of χ(3)can be separated, with the real component corresponding to both resonant and
nonresonant contributions, while the imaginary component corresponds to purely resonant
signal. This technique also provides interferometric amplification and is used in NIVI. A
detailed description will be provided in Section 3.2.
2.3 CARS Generation at the Focus
In CARS, the generation of signal is proportional to the Stokes power and the square of
the pump power. Therefore, anti-Stokes signal will be generated only in the small focal
volume where the energies of pump and Stokes pulses are the highest. This characteristic
makes it possible to generate CARS signals with high intrinsic spatial resolution (beyond
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the diffraction limit) [39].
CARS, like any physical phenomenon, requires conservation of energy and momentum.
Using the appropriate bandwidths assures meeting the first condition, but meeting the second
is, in principle, not straightforward for the case of dispersive media, where the scaling of the
wave vectors by the refractive index is wavelength dependent, so that conservation of energy
does not guaranty phase matching (conservation of momentum).
Using high numerical objective lenses to generate CARS is advantageous for two reasons:
(1) The optical energy is concentrated in a small volume, generating high powers of nonlinear
signal, and (2) photons are incident into the nonlinear medium within a cone of directions,
so that the phase matching condition is met even if a collinear configuration of pump, Stokes
and probe is used.





where ∆k is the phase mismatch and L is the length over which there is anti-Stokes gener-
ation. When Gaussian beams are used, it is necessary to take into account the effect of the
Gouy phases (derivation of Equation (2.6) is in Appendix B). The effect of the Gouy phase
shift on the CARS field, Eas = χ
(3)E2pE
∗
s , is partially canceled by the conjugate Stokes field
E∗s . In the case of THG, for example, the total Gouy phase shift results in an important
phase mismatch of δϕTHG = 3δϕp = 3pi under tight-focusing conditions [40].
A concern in nonlinear microscopy of biological systems is whether the high intensity
peaks can damage the sample. Studies on the photodamage rate for different excitation
powers indicate that both linear and nonlinear mechanisms can be involved in damaging
tissue with CARS [41]. The nonlinear damage arises from the vibrational absorption at
high peak powers and the consequent energy transfer. CARS induced photo damage can be
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minimized by using laser beams with relatively long near IR wavelengths and a repetition
rate of a few MHz [41]. However, the use of longer wavelengths lowers the image resolution
and increases absorption of optical power by water.
2.4 Forward and Backward CARS
Epi-detection of CARS signals enables clinical applications. CARS is directed in the forward
direction for long interaction lengths (L >> λ), meeting the phase matching condition (the
backward directed field destructively interferes). Nevertheless, when the interaction length
is smaller than the wavelength, this condition is relaxed [18] and the radiated field becomes
symmetric in the forward and backward directions [35] (Figure 2.3).
Epi-CARS microscopy [30] takes advantage of this to improve the contrast between small
scatterers of interest immersed in a solvent whose signal is undesirable. In particular, since
the solvent may greatly contribute to the generation of nonresonant background (such as in
the case of water), Epi-CARS is advantageous to reduce the signal-to-background ratio [42],
as seen in Figure 2.3.
Nevertheless, not all back-directed CARS arises from small scatterers. Two other origins
are possible: (1) at interfaces with discontinuities in χ(3) and (2) as the result of back-
reflection of forward CARS in heterogeneous media [35]. In principle, this light can be used
for imaging, but it makes difficult the reconstruction of spectra for schemes that take advan-
tage of the coherence of the anti-Stokes light. In particular, it would make indistinguishable
resonant and nonresonant components with interferometric or even polarization schemes.
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Fig 4(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) Dipole approximation is valid for small scatterers. For bulk scattering, phase
matching condition makes anti-Stokes photons highly forward-directed. (b) Forward (F-
CARS) and backwards (E-CARS) CARS images of NIH 3T3 cells in interphase. The pump
and Stokes are tuned to the aliphatic CH stretching vibrational frequency at 2870 cm−1.
The image size is 59 x 59 µm2. Adapted from [43].
2.5 Applications with CARS
CARS is emerging as a promising technique for biological applications. In particular, lipids
provide the highest contrast, owing to their abundance of CH2 and CH3 bonds, which give
strong signals. Lipids are vital to cells, making up the membranes of cellular compartments
and serving as energy reservoirs, and are thought to have important roles in cellular processes
[44]. CARS imaging has helped to elucidate some of the role of lipids in metabolism and
development of diseases. The following list summarizes some current important applications
in CARS:
• Visualization of single cellular lipid bilayer [45]
• Mapping lipid and protein clusters in cells [45]
• Intracellular organelle tracking and monitoring of subcellular transport processes [46]
• Imaging of the myelin sheath and brain structures [22, 47]
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• Evaluation of the impact of obesity on adipocyte size and collagen fibril density in
mammary tumor stroma [48]
• Live cell imaging [43, 49]
These applications were possible by technological improvements that include:
• Multiplex CARS [50], which probes multiple modes simultaneously by the use of a
narrow bandwidth pump and a broad bandwidth Stokes
• Video-rate scanning CARS [51]
• Multi-modal nonlinear microscopes, such as the one in reference [52]. Here CARS and
SFG are merged by taking advantage of the fact that the same input signals that excite
CARS can also excite electronic SFG. Multi-modal imaging combining SHG, SFG, and
TPEF to CARS has also been done.
• Tip-enhanced CARS [53], by which a metallic tip amplifies the excitation fields by 100
fold, and the epi-CARS signal is detected. Studies with this method have been done
in the fingerprint region to detect DNA (at 1337 cm−1 for Raman mode of adenine)
showing resolution of around 5 nm.
2.6 Limitations of CARS Microscopy
The complexity of vibrational spectra of organic molecules can give much higher selectivity
to this technique when broad regions of spectra are acquired (in contrast to targeting single
resonant peaks), as in spontaneous Raman microspectroscopy. This is achieved by the use of
broadband (or multiplex) CARS [49, 50, 54]. Nevertheless, these existing modalities do not
target the highly populated range from 600 cm−1 to 1800 cm−1, called the fingerprint region.
The difficulty in having access to this region arises from the fact that the resonant peaks are
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highly abundant, closely packed, and with low gain, so that alterations in the signal due to
the interference of the NRB precludes an effective reconstruction of the spectrum.
For this reason, CARS microscopy has been almost exclusively used in the CH stretching
region (CH2, CH3 stretching modes), as noted in the previous section. Nevertheless, the
interest in performing broadband CARS in the fingerprint region has increased, and nu-
merical methods for the reconstruction of spectra free of background have been developed
[55]. Furthermore, other groups are making efforts to move to the fingerprint region with
simplified schemes (i.e. single beam CARS) while simultaneously minimizing the generation
of background [56, 57, 58, 59].
As stated previously, one of the key strategies to separate the signal from the background
lies in obtaining the phase information of the field (typical CARS schemes loss that infor-
mation in the measurement process). This can be achieved by mixing the anti-Stokes signal






NIVI is a CARS-based imaging technique that combines the broadband, high spectral resolu-
tion of spontaneous Raman spectroscopy with the fast acquisition rates of CARS microscopy
[60]. It uses broadband excitation fields and takes advantage of the coherent properties of
CARS to perform heterodyne detection, which allows full suppression of the background,
allowing the acquisition of broadband, high resolution vibrational spectra.
3.1 Background
NIVI was conceived as the solution to the need for complementing standard optical coher-
ence tomography (OCT) images by providing molecular contrast [61]. Nevertheless, there
are fundamental differences between the two modalities—mainly, that the CARS signal is
depth-resolved by the intrinsic mechanism of generation of the anti-Stokes photons only at
focus, while in OCT, the depth-resolution is encoded in the phase information and requires
interferometry to be reconstructed. The interferograms obtained in NIVI are assumed to
provide information about χ(3)(Ω) and not about the location of the acquired signal.
The original concept of NIVI [60] included the use of two broadband pulses chirped at
different rates. The superposition of these two pulses would result in a field whose beating
frequency is itself chirped. This way, the vibrational levels would be populated sequentially.
This method favors an adiabatic transition of the bonds from the ground to the excited
states (see Appendix C).
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The current NIVI system uses a different pulse design. Here, a transform limited broad-
band Stokes, and a chirped broadband pump are used. This approach is simpler because
it does not require shaping the incident optical fields. Furthermore, the current scheme
effectively avoids the generation of background [62].
Similar techniques, in which chirped pulses are used, can also be found [54, 63], but
without interferometric detection.
3.2 Principles of Operation
An important characteristic of χ(3)(Ω) for CARS is its exclusive dependence on the difference






P (3)(ω) = ε0
∫ ω
0
Ep(ω − Ω)N(Ω)dΩ (3.2)
where Ep is the pump field, Es is the Stokes field, ω are the optical frequencies and χ(3)(Ω)
is the third order susceptibility written as a function of the vibrational frequencies Ω (a
detailed derivation of this is in Appendix D). In the first step, corresponding to Equation
(3.1), the molecules in the ground vibrational state interact with two photons—the pump
and the Stokes—causing a transition to an excited state. The totality of these excited states
is represented by N(Ω), a function that can be understood as a truncated and weighted
version of χ(3)(Ω) that is activated by the cross correlation of the pump and Stokes fields.
In the second step, corresponding to Equation (3.2), the field interacts with N(Ω) to
induce the nonlinear polarization P (3)(ω) that radiates the anti-Stokes field. A schematic of





















Figure 3.1: Schematic (not to scale) of the pulses incident to the sample in NIVI.
TL=transform limited (constant spectral phase).
In the above consideration, it is assumed that the sample does not interact directly with
any of the photons inside the bandwidth of the incident fields. To meet this requirement,
near-infrared optical pulses are used because their photon energies are above vibrational
resonances but below electronic transitions. Additionally, near-infrared light has deeper
penetration into tissue, as photons escape absorption by water and hemoglobin for lower
and higher frequencies respectively.
3.2.1 Retrieval of the temporal vibrational response
Just as in multiplex CARS, NIVI uses one beam for the pump and probe fields and a second
one of lower frequency for the Stokes field. The difference is that in the NIVI configuration,
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both pump/probe and Stokes pulses are broadband (i.e. fs pulses). This poses a difficulty
in the retrieval of the susceptibility from the collected anti-Stokes field, since the pairwise
correspondence between vibrational frequencies and anti-Stokes frequencies is lost. Never-
theless, this correspondence can be recovered if we resolve the signal in time. If the limits
of integration of Equation (3.2) are extended to the entire domain, one can apply the in-
verse Fourier transform to this second step to obtain the time evolution of the third order
nonlinear polarization:
P (3)(t) = ε0Ep(t)N(t) (3.3)
Thus, the deconvolution problem is reduced to a much simpler relation, given that the
signals in time are known. Resolving these signals in time is only possible by the use of
interferometric methods (conventional detectors are not fast enough to perform multiple
measurements over the duration of these pulses). NIVI measures the anti-Stokes evolution
in time by using spectral interferometry. Nevertheless, to solve for N(t), Ep(t) has to be
known. For this purpose, the initially transform limited pump pulse is spread in time by
passing it through a dispersive medium. Mathematically, such a spreading is expressed as
Ep(ω) = Ep0(ω)e
i(ω−ω0)2/2α (3.4)
where α is the chirp rate and ω0 is the center frequency of the pulse. Higher orders of dis-
persion have been found to be negligible for the experimental setup used in NIVI. Under the
assumptions of stationary phase approximation (see Appendix E), and obviating unnecessary
constant factors, the chirped pump field will have a temporal evolution:
Ep(t) ∝ √αEp0(ω0 + αt)e−i(ω0t+αt2/2) (3.5)
and the time evolution of the polarization is
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P (3)(t) ∝ N(t)√αEp0(ω0 + αt)e−i(ω0t+αt2/2) (3.6)
By multiplying the anti-Stokes signal proportional to P (3)(t) by the complex conjugate
chirp ei(ω0t+αt
2/2), the temporal shape of N(t) can be obtained, weighted by the slowly varying
term
√
αEp0(ω0 + αt). If the pump is heavily chirped, it is reasonable to neglect the slowly
varying envelope, and N(t) can be reconstructed. A simple Fourier transform then suffices
to restore a weighted version of χ(3)(Ω) over the frequency range determined by the Stokes
spectrum (that is, to recover N(Ω)). The effect of neglecting the slowly varying terms in the
compensation of the chirp is to lower the spectral resolution of the system.
3.2.2 Suppression of the background
Besides facilitating the reconstruction of the susceptibility, there is a more fundamental
reason to chirp the pump. As described previously (Section 2.2), nonresonant CARS has a
much shorter dephasing time than resonant CARS. Therefore, if pump photons are delayed
beyond this dephasing time with respect to the Stokes photons, nonresonant signal will not
be generated. This is accomplished in NIVI by chirping the pulse. However, because an
initial overlap between pump and Stokes is necessary to start the process, there will be a
small generation of background.
NIVI uses heterodyne detection as a phase-sensitive scheme that allows the discrimination
of the signal from the initial background, following the relations indicated in Section 2.2.
In particular, the NRB will always be in phase with the incident fields, while the resonant
components will have a fixed phase delay given by Equation (2.4).
Heterodyne detection in CARS was initially explored parallel to NIVI [64]. Initial NIVI
experiments [62] used a time domain autocorrelation method for detection. The current NIVI
setup uses spectral interferometry in a Mach-Zehnder configuration, in which optical pulses
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in the same bandwidth as the anti-Stokes signal and with a flat spectral phase (i.e. transform
limited pulses) are mixed with the anti-Stokes pulses and its interference is detected by a
spectrometer. This implementation makes acquisition faster and is more robust to temporal
pulse jitter. Spectral interferometric detection in NIVI can be understood as follows (Figure
3.2). Consider the anti-Stokes signal with both resonant and nonresonant components:
P (3)(t) =
∫ {











At the spectrometer, each frequency interferes separately, so that the power obtained at the
camera is
I(ω) = |P (3)(ω)|2 + |R(ω)|2 + 2R(ω){[Re[P (3)r (ω)] + P (3)nr ] cos(ωτ)− Im[P (3)r (ω)] sin(ωτ)}
(3.9)
The spectral interferogram acquired at the line scan camera is taken to temporal domain
by calculating its inverse Fourier transform. Tuning the delay τ assures that the oscillat-
ing terms are separated from the slowly varying terms |P (3)(ω)|2 + |R(ω)|2. This way, the
non-oscillating terms are suppressed. Causality is imposed by setting the components cor-
responding to negative times of this time-resolved signal to zero. This restores the complex




Since R(ω) is slowly varying in magnitude and flat in phase, P (3)(t)′ closely approaches
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of signal processing in the reconstruction of vibrational spectra from
raw interferograms. Lines in B and C represent the magnitude of the temporal oscillating
signals. Adapted from [65].
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P (3)(t). At this point, the chirp in the anti-Stokes signal is removed by multiplying the
acquired temporal waveform by an opposite chirp to that of the pump, as indicated in Section
3.2.1. By taking the Fourier transform of this resulting signal, the complex χ(3)(ω) spectrum
is obtained, weighted by the reference, the slowly varying envelope of the time evolution of
the pump and the correlation of the initial portion of the pump that interacts with the Stokes
and the Stokes field. Since all these weighting functions are slowly varying, the resulting
spectrum closely resembles χ(3)(ω). Notice that the phase information is also retrieved,
which allows the discrimination of the imaginary part (that corresponds to the resonant
vibrational response) from the real part (that contains the NRB). Finally, calibration of the
spectrometer allows direct mapping of χ
(3)
r (ω) onto χ
(3)
r (Ω).
3.3 Architecture and Specifications
3.3.1 Pulse generation
This section describes the optics used in the generation of high energy femtosecond pulses
at 250 kHz. The schematic of this part of the NIVI system corresponds to the left portion
of Figure 3.3, where the pump pulses that enter the optical parametric amplifier and that
will serve as the pump pulses for CARS generation in the microscopy setup (Section 3.3.2)
are released.
A diode pumped neodynium vanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser with a power of 6 W and monochro-
matic wavelength of 532 nm (Verdi-6, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) was used to seed a
Ti:sapphire oscillator (Mira, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) that uses Kerr lens effect for
mode locking. This oscillator has a tunable range of center wavelength of 780-840 nm and
was set to give pulses at 808 nm. The bandwidth of this pulses is ∼20 nm and the repetition
rate is 76 MHz. The pulses out of the oscillator are conducted to a stretcher, which expands

































Figure 3.3: Schematic of the experimental setup. Verdi-6, seed laser for Mira (6 W of power);
Verdi-10, seed laser for Reg A (10 W of power); Reg A, Regenerative amplifier; OPA, optical
parametric amplifier; BS, beam splitter; DM, dichroic mirror; HPF, high-pass filter; SF,
spatial filter with telescope.
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[66]. This is done for the purpose of reducing the peak energy of the pulses and avoiding
nonlinear effects in the amplifier [67]. Once stretched, the pulses enter a regenerative am-
plifier (RegA 9000, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA). Here, pump pulses are confined into
the cavity for amplification using Q-switching. After 27 round trips, the amplified pulses
are emitted out of the cavity. The pulse energy is 6 µJ and the repetition rate is 250 kHz.
The seed energy for this amplifier is another diode pumped Nd:YVO4 laser at 10 W (Verdi-
10, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA). Finally, the pulses are directed towards a compressor,
which makes the pulses transform limited, and ready for use in the microscopy setup.
3.3.2 Microscopy setup
The schematic of the microscopy setup used in the experiment corresponds to the right
portion of Figure 3.3. Pulses out of the compressor at 250 kHz repetition rate with 808 nm
center wavelength and 25 nm bandwidth (FWHM) are used as the pump pulses for the CARS
process, as well as a seed for the second-harmonic-generation optical parametric amplifier
(OPA). The division of the pulses is done with a 90/10 beam splitter (10% of power for the
CARS pump and 90% for the OPA).
The OPA (OPA 9450, Coherent), generates an idler to be used as the Stokes pulses and
a signal to be used as the reference for the heterodyne detection of the molecular anti-Stokes
field. Inside the OPA system, the power is split in two: 25% of the power is focused into a
sapphire crystal, where self-phase modulation generates a white supercontinuum to seed the
OPA crystal, and the remaining 75% of the power is focused into a SHG crystal to get light at
400 nm. Both pulses are recombined and focused into the OPA crystal. The configuration is
such that the beams pass twice across the OPA crystal to improve the efficiency. A variable
control in the rotation of the crystal allows the amplification of a particular wavelength
from the supercontinuum by restricting the phase matching conditions. The possibility of
selecting the signal and idler (i.e. the Stokes and the reference) allows for targeting a wide
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range of vibrational frequencies in the sample. Because the frequency conversion in the OPA
is through nonresonant nonlinearities, it is reasonable to assume that the pulses are transform
limited. This is important to effectively identify the phase of the anti-Stokes photons and
separate the resonant and nonresonant components.
When transform limited, the duration of the pulses out of the compressor is ∼100 fs.
These pulses are chirped by passing them through 85 cm of BK7 glass, after which the
duration of the pulses is ∼6 ps, as calculated by determining the second order dispersion
constant (see Section 3.4). The pump and the Stokes beams are combined and focused onto
the sample by an objective lens (OLYMPUS, 60x, 0.9 NA). The sample, which is placed
on a translation stage for raster scanning, receives 10 mW of pump power and 2 mW of
Stokes power. A delay is included in the pump path to temporally overlap the beginning
of the pump and Stokes pulses at the sample. The resulting anti-Stokes signal is collected
in the forward direction and is separated from the incident beams with a high pass filter.
The anti-Stokes pulses meet the reference pulses from the OPA in a beam splitter and the
combined signal is spatially filtered by a pinhole and diffracted by a grating. Finally, the
diffracted signal is focused to a line scan camera (P2-22-02K40, DALSA Corp., Billerica,
MA). A second delay is included in the reference path to adjust the parameter τ in Equation
(3.9) and to assure that the interference fringes in the line camera are within the resolution
limits of the camera.
3.4 Calibration of the System
One of the most critical parameters in the calibration of the system is the one used in
compensating for the chirp (α in Equation (3.4), also known as the second order dispersion
constant). Acetone was used to find the value of this parameter. Its single resonance at
2925 cm−1 measures the degree to which the chirp in the anti-Stokes signal is corrected. By
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minimizing the width of the spectral peak, this constant was found to be 3.9x10−4 fs2. To
calibrate the wavelength scales on the CCD camera, the signal from silicone, which has two
strong resonant peaks, was sent to both the CCD camera and a commercial spectrometer
(QE65000, Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, FL). Finally, the initial pump wavelength that
interacts with the Stokes in the population of the states was found by fitting the processed
final spectrum Im[χ(3)(Ω)] with the one acquired with a spontaneous Raman spectrometer.
A nonresonant sample was used to determine the Stokes profile. This demonstrated
a bandwidth of 200 cm−1 for this setup. The vibrational resolution is limited by the
portion of the pump bandwidth that interacts with the Stokes field, as well as the slowly
varying amplitudes indicated previously. The current lateral resolution is estimated to be
∼2 µm. Spectrograms are acquired at a rate of 1 kHz. Ten acquisitions are averaged in the
construction of each spatial spectrogram, resulting in an integration time of 10 ms.
The measurable vibrational bandwidth acquired by the system is determined by the
Stokes bandwidth to be ∼200 cm−1 (FWHM) in this setup. This is the range of frequencies
that can be covered simultaneously, but the OPA can be tuned to cover a total vibrational
bandwidth that goes from 1500 cm−1 to 3500 cm−1.
3.5 Limitations in the System
NIVI is susceptible to lose sensitivity due to timing jitter of either the incident pulses into
the sample, the anti-Stokes signal from the sample, or the reference pulses. The origin of
this type of noise is attributed to microscopic displacements in the setup components, which
introduce shifts in the phase of the fields from e−ikz to e−ik(z+dz). When weak signals are
detected, long integration times are used, and the random phases are integrated over time
at the spectrometer, reducing the visibility in the interferogram. When the detection is
fast compared to the mechanical oscillations, there is a floating phase factor that makes it
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difficult to separate the real and imaginary components of the susceptibility. One of the
problems with the current setup is the long paths for the beams, which increase the extent
of phase jitter.
Other forms of error include small distortions of the wavefront of the fields. The main
consequence of such distortion is the nonuniform diffraction of the fields at the diffraction
grating. This is solved by passing the resulting signal through a pinhole prior to its diffraction
by the grating. This way, an homogeneous diffraction pattern is guaranteed at the CCD line
scan camera.
Another limitation, mainly for future applications of NIVI is noise, which takes two forms:
1. Thermal noise: This is caused by the random excitation of electrons in semiconductors
following the Fermi thermal distribution. It manifests as a current read from the
CCD camera even in the absence of signal. Its power spectral density is nearly equal
throughout the frequency spectrum, and is independent of the signal intensity.
2. Shot noise: This is a consequence of the quantized nature of light. The random arrival
time of photons excites electrons that make up the electrical current in an equally
random fashion. Its fundamental origin impedes its elimination. Shot noise varies as
√
I, where I is the signal intensity.
In NIVI, the use of a strong reference signal limits the detection shot noise. Because
the spectra of the reference pulses has a nonuniform (Gaussian) power spectral density, shot
noise will affect the spectrogram in a nonuniform way. This is solved by subtracting an
average reference signal from each of the interferograms.
When reducing the size of samples, or targeting the fingerprint region in future work (see
Chapter 5), it will be important to take noise into account, since signal levels are expected to
be reduced significantly. When low signals are measured, dark current may be comparable
to that produced by the signal itself, and the detection will be thermally limited. In this
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The spectrum for isopropanol has been acquired with the NIVI system in previous work
[68]. Recently, advances in the instrument have made it possible to acquire spectral images
from both material and mammary tissues. Also, the performance of NIVI has been evalu-
ated by the use of a Raman microscope. It is well established that the imaginary part of
χ(3) in a molecule is proportional to its spontaneous Raman spectrum. As noted previously,
spontaneous Raman scattering is weak and long integration times are required, making it
prohibitive as a clinical tool or as a method in monitoring fast biological processes. Nev-
ertheless, its output signal corresponds only to resonant responses of the molecules in a
wide range of wave numbers and therefore constitutes a reference to validate the molecular
characterization obtained by NIVI.
4.1 Material Sample
To illustrate the performance of the experiment, a material sample was first imaged. It
consists of sodium silicate particles embedded in a silicone background. The Stokes center
wavelength was tuned to detect resonances in the region 2800-3000 cm−1. Silicone presents
peaks at 2906 and 2965 cm−1 associated with its CH bonds, while sodium silicate does not
have any resonances in this region.
A typical interferogram after suppression of the dc components is shown in Figure 4.1(a).
In Figure 4.1(b), the time evolution of the signal for silicone and sodium silicate is also
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Figure 4.1: (a) NIVI spectrogram after suppression of the low varying components for sili-
cone. (b) Temporal evolution of anti-Stokes for silicone and sodium silicate.
shown. While the anti-Stokes signal from silicone is long due to the resonant contribution
over the entire dephasing time of the molecule (∼1 ps), the signal from sodium silicate is
short (∼100 fs), owing to the fact that only NRB is generated.
The phase and magnitude of the vibrational spectrum for a single pixel containing sili-
cone are shown in Figure 4.2(a) and (b). It is clear that the magnitude of χ(3)(Ω) presents
little background since the peaks are not heavily shifted from the vertical lines that mark the
resonances. The phase of χ(3)(Ω), retrieved by heterodyne detection, allows full suppression
of the NRB and the real component of the resonant signal, so that the imaginary part of
χ(3)(Ω) is obtained [Figure 4.2 (c)]. This is shown in comparison with spontaneous Raman
data acquired in an integration time of 50 s. In contrast, the NIVI spectrum was acquired
with an integration time of 10 ms. Notice that the imaginary component of χ(3)(Ω) recon-
structed with NIVI presents peaks with equal width as the Raman peaks, which accounts
for good suppression of background. The reduction in the high of the peak at 2965 cm−1
is attributed to the weight of the distribution of accessible wave numbers [correlation in
Equation (3.1)], the spectral profile of the reference pulse, and possibly its depolarization
ratio.
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Figure 4.2: NIVI spectral image of a material sample consisting of sodium silicate and
silicone. (a) Phase and (b) magnitude of the vibrational spectrum of silicone. (c) Imaginary
part of the retrieved χ(3)(Ω) for silicone (solid black) in comparison with its spontaneous
Raman spectra (red) and spectral profile of the reference and Stokes pulses (dashed lines).
Images at (d) 2850, (e) 2906 and (f) 2965 cm−1.
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By raster scanning the sample, 2D maps of 100 x 100 pixels of spectra are acquired in 100
seconds, resulting in a cube of information with two spatial and one spectral dimensions.
Slices of the hyperspectral cube are used to form the images in Figure 4.2(d)-(f). In the
images, part of a sodium silicate sphere is shown in a silicone background. The image
contrast increases as the images go from no resonance in (d) to resonance in (e) and (f).
4.2 Mammary Tissue
Once the technique is proven valid on a material sample, microspectroscopy is used in mam-
mary tissue. Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women and the second
most lethal. According to the American Cancer Society, 40,710 deaths were estimated to oc-
cur in 2009 from breast cancer [69] in the United States (see Table 4.1). The need for better
diagnostic methods of this disease has motivated the following spectroscopic characterization
of mammary tissue from rats. This animal was chosen owing to the available rat models
for the development of ductal carcinoma in situ [70]. This section presents the (vibrational)
spectroscopic characterization of mammary tissue and its implications for breast cancer di-
agnosis, as well as a demonstration of the use of NIVI to spatially map some important
diagnostic domains.
Table 4.1: Top five most lethal cancers among women in the United States in 2009. Adapted
from [69].
Type of cancer Estimated deaths
Lung & bronchus 70,490 26%
Breast 40,170 15%




4.2.1 Spectroscopic characterization and NIVI imaging
There are two important regions for the vibrational characterization of mammary tissue: (1)
the CH stretching region and (2) the fingerprint region. The first has contributions from
lipids and proteins, the major components in breast tissue [13], and the second contains
features attributable to carotenoids, lipids and the heme group of hemoproteins, such as
myoglobin.
The relevant peaks for the vibrational characterization of breast tissue in this second
region are shown in Table 4.2. They are grouped in three sets: lipids (4 peaks), carotenoids
(3 peaks) and heme (2 peaks). This grouping is based on the observation that the relative
intensity of the peaks within the lipid and carotenoid groups is consistent for different spa-
tial locations. Furthermore, spectra from isolated lipid and β carotene confirms this [28].
The mode at ∼1370 cm−1 is known as the n4 mode, and is attributed to porphyrins and
metalloporphyrins such as heme. This mode is sensitive to the oxidation state of iron in the
heme group of hemoproteins. For example, myoglobin contains two peaks, 1360 and 1375
cm−1, corresponding to de-oxidized and oxidized states respectively [28].
Table 4.2: Mammary tissue: spectral peaks in the fingerprint region captured by Raman
microscopy.











The CH stretching region is composed of peaks from CH2 and CH3 stretching modes,
both of which are common to many amino acids and lipids, but in different proportions
(Table 4.3). Since these bonds are highly abundant in biological systems, their signals are
strong, and therefore suitable for CARS imaging and spectroscopy. On the other hand,
accessing the fingerprint region constitutes a challenge in CARS spectroscopy because the
signals are weaker than in the CH stretching region, and therefore easily susceptible to being
overwhelmed by the nonresonant background.
Table 4.3: Mammary tissue: spectral peaks in the CH stretching region captured by Raman
microscopy and Nonlinear Interferometric Vibrational Imaging.







In this section, NIVI spectra of mammary tissue in the CH stretching region are shown.
The main purpose of this study was to spatially differentiate biochemical domains within a
specimen. As indicated previously, rat mammary tissue was used for imaging. Carcinogen
protocols have been established for inducing DCIS in this animal [70], making it attractive for
study. The specimens were resected from a euthanized animal, flash-frozen, sectioned, and
mounted (no chemicals were used in mounting) on a microscope slide for NIVI imaging. Since
these are highly scattering tissues, phase retrieval could be affected, owing to phase shifts
due to multiple scattering events within the tissue. Because of that, the acquired spectra
were corroborated by comparing them with those from spontaneous Raman spectroscopy,
and the acquired images by comparing them with conventional hematoxylin & eosin (H&E)
stained sections. Both are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Fig 10
Figure 4.3: NIVI imaging of mammary tissue. (a) Temporal evolution of the anti-Stokes
signal for a lipid domain. (b) Vibrational image of a section of mammary tissue showing
high signal intensity from adipocytes at 2855 cm−1. (c) Corresponding histology of a similar
section to that imaged in (b). (d) Phase and (e) magnitude of χ(3)(Ω) for lipid domains. (f)
Imaginary component of χ(3)(Ω) (black) in comparison with spontaneous Raman spectrum
of similar region (red). Adapted from [71].
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In the left-hand side of this figure is shown the temporal vibrational response of mammary
tissue and an image at 2855 cm−1 obtained with NIVI, in comparison with an H&E stained
section from a similar region of the mammary tissue. The circular shapes showing high
intensity correspond to adipocytes, which present high content of lipids (rich in CH2 bonds).
The intensity is lower in the extracellular matrix, which has less lipid and more protein.
After processing the temporal response of χ(3)(Ω) the phase and magnitude are obtained,
as shown in the right-hand side of Figure 4.3. From both spectral functions, the imaginary
part of the susceptibility is extracted and shown in comparison with a spontaneous Raman
spectrum from a different mammary specimen (using an integration time of 1 min with 10
mW of power at 785 nm). Both spectra show the same resonances, indicated by vertical lines.
Their chemical assignments are listed in Table 4.3 (based on reference [29]). The difference
in the spectral profile is attributed to the envelopes of the Stokes and reference spectra, just
as in the case of the material sample, but also to the variability in the chemical composition
of the sample. Additionally, the depolarization ratios of the peaks for CH3 bonds are higher
than those for CH2, affecting their relative intensity, owing to the fact that interferometric
detection happens only between fields with the same polarization.
When scanning various specimens, spectra having different ratios of CH2 and CH3 bonds
were found. Prior knowledge of mammary tissue and its vibrational characterization with
spontaneous Raman spectroscopy [13] suggests that this is the result of a combined contri-
bution of two domains in different proportions: lipids, from adipocytes, and proteins, mostly
from collagen. This happens because the focal volume from which the anti-Stokes signal is
generated is relatively large. Previous comparison of the spectra from lipids with those of
fatty acid esters revealed that the major lipid component is a derivative of oleic acid [29].
These previous studies also identified chemicals that constitute good models for these two
domains: methyl-oleate for lipids, and collagen type I for protein [29]. The NIVI spectra of
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Figure 4.4: Representative NIVI spectra of mammary tissue in the CH stretching region. (a)
Lipid and (b) protein spectra from mammary tissue obtained with NIVI. (c) Methyl oleate
and (d) collagen type I spectra obtained with spontaneous Raman microscopy.
two chemical models. The main spectral difference between the lipid and protein signatures
is in the ratio of the peaks CH2/CH3, which is higher for lipids due to the long fatty acid
chains, rich in CH2 bonds.
4.2.2 Normal versus abnormal mammary tissue
Mammary tumors were imaged to find unique features that would help in the diagnosis
of breast cancer. Tumors showed higher abundance of protein when compared to normal
tissue, a characteristic that may be an important indicator of tumor formation [24]. In some
cases, lipids were totally absent. Therefore, the ratio of the symmetric CH stretch at 2855
cm−1 to the symmetric CH stretch at 2935 cm−1 has potential as a discriminating metric,
as found also in reference [13] for breast. Similar findings are reported in the literature
for the fingerprint region. In infiltrating ductal carcinomas (IDC), there is an important
attenuation of the lipid peaks, while the carotenoid peaks are still present. Additionally,
the weak peak at 1370 cm−1 found in normal breast, is strongly enhanced and shifted to
1358 cm−1, suggesting a higher presence of myoglobin and a lower degree of oxygenation. In
the case of specimens of fibrocystic disease, features from areas of breast fibrosis showed a
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reduced presence of both lipid and carotenoid peaks, with the lipid decrease more notable,
and the hemetype signal absent [28]
Another important metric arising from this region is the ratio of the intensity of the peak
at ∼1645 cm−1 to that at ∼1442 cm−1, which is an indicator of the degree of saturation in
the hydrocarbon chain of lipids. Alfano et al. noticed that this ratio is different for normal,
benign tumor, and cancer tissues [72].
4.2.3 Is early stage diagnosis possible with NIVI?
After two and a half decades of screening, the incidence of aggressive, terminal cancer has
not significantly decreased, and the hypothesis that current screening techniques increase
the detection of indolent cancers and miss the more aggressive ones seems a possibility. All
this comes at a significant cost, including overdiagnosis, overtreatment, and complications
of therapy [73].
One of the reasons for the failure to significantly reduce the death rate from breast cancer
is the inability of current screening methods to detect lesions in early stages of development,
such as in the case of Pap smears for the diagnosis of cervical cancer. During this initial stage,
molecular and cellular changes precede macroscopic morphological alterations, and only the
initial microscopic morphology starts to develop, so that it is undetectable to current methods
that assess the morphology of tumors.
Early detection of breast cancer is desirable in order to treat the disease successfully.
In particular, because of the variety of tumors and the difficulty in distinguishing various
types of in situ carcinomas from the invasive cancers, resolving the spatial microstructure of
the lesions is essential in the assessment of a patient’s prognosis and selection of treatment
options [26].
A screening method also needs to be fast, and provide contrast that allows the chemical
identification of species. For a system based in CARS, it would be ideal to be able to spectro-
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scopically differentiate epithelial cells from connective tissue and adipocytes (differentiation
of adipocytes from other constituents is currently possible with NIVI). That would enable
placing the tumor in its appropriate stage of development. Eventually, even differentiation
of epithelial and myoepithelial cells would be desirable, as well as differentiation of nuclear
material, such as nucleic acids, from cytoplasmic protein. This would enable contrast similar
to that of H&E staining, but using endogenous biomarkers. Detecting these differences is
crucial. For example, the presence of myoepithelial cells in a hyperplastic tissue proves the
benignity of the gland and, when absent, indicates a malignancy. Only rare cancers like
adenoid cystic carcinomas contain myofibroblasts as one of the malignant components [26].
Furthermore, as indicated previously, the cytomorphology of a lesion (e.g. nucleus / cyto-
plasm ratio) enables a more objective identification of the type of tumor than its histology.
Vibrational spectroscopy has not yet been applied to carcinomas with a microscopic de-
velopment, such as in early stages of DCIS. In that case, macro-Raman spectroscopy analysis
would be insensitive to the presence of the disease because the spectroscopic diagnostic pa-
rameters (i.e. lipid to collagen ratio, carotenoids to lipid ratio or myoglobin peak intensity),
may not be present in the nascent tumor. Furthermore, the signal would result from the
collection of a vast area that will overwhelm the signal from the lesioned zone. On the other
hand, NIVI microspectroscopy would be sensitive to those small changes.
To see if spectral differences can be established between epithelium and stroma in the CH
stretching region, spontaneous Raman spectra were taken from these zones, showing small
differences, but its significance still remains to be tested.
Nevertheless, an initial attempt to find significant differences with diagnostic potential
centers on the vibrational signatures obtained for proteins and lipids in the CH stretching
region (see Figure 4.5). Since the protein signature is most likely to correspond to colla-
gen, this would indirectly map zones with increased density, and possibly tumors (areas of














Figure 4.5: Identifiable domains with NIVI in mammary tissue. (a) Spatial location of two
chemical domains, lipids (blue) and proteins (red) in mammary tissue based on the spectral
profiles shown in Figure 4.4(a) and (b) respectively. Intermediate colors can be used to
code the spatial overlapping of both domains and their relative proportions; i.e., a purple
pixel, with a spectrum shown in (b) codes a region having both lipids and proteins. The
decomposition is easily verified by adding the spectral features of both domains in the correct
proportions (c).
ithelial and stromal cellularity). In fact, both regions, stroma and tumors, are causally liked.
As indicated previously, high density stroma may be a tumor initiator and/or enhancer. For
example, it has been observed that DCIS arises overwhelmingly in dense regions of the breast
[24].
Other alternative methods are in development. In particular, methods to estimate breast
tumor type by genomic analysis (loss of heterozygosity, comparative genomic hybridization
and expression arrays) can also provide high selectivity and sensitivity, but the data are
presented as a composite of the whole population [26], lacking information about the micro-
morphology of the tissue, so critical in staging.
The ultimate discriminating factor for the classification of tumor type lies in cytology.
Experts agree that the measurement of protein levels within the cell is likely to be the best
determinant of cell function [26]. A step in this direction has used proteomic analysis (using
mass spectroscopy) to map protein profiles in normal and tumor cells [74], and differences in
protein profiles between subsets of normal cells (luminal vs. myoepithelial cells) have been
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found. This can form the basis for future comparisons between normal and tumor cells.
How well researchers can use the vibrational spectra to characterize those differences while
overcoming the technological difficulties of CARS will be crucial to the future of vibrational
spectroscopy as a diagnostic method for breast cancer. In particular, the current bulky setup
and the phase sensitivity of NIVI make difficult its use in a clinical setting where space is
limited and mechanically unstable.
More fundamentally, screening with NIVI is discarded owing to its shallow penetration,
which would necessitate the aid of invasive methods to access the regions of interest, and to
the impossibility of recovering back-reflected vibrational signatures free of background as the
phase information would be lost (in the multiple scattering events as light is back-reflected).
Provided that new technological advancements can circumvent the compactness and sta-
bility issues, NIVI, could be used as a replacement for pathological consultation or frozen
sectioning methods that nowadays provide confirmation of thorough removal of tumor tissue
during surgery. These current methods rely on examination of the tissue margins by visual
inspection of the gross specimen or by histological analysis, in long processes that require
preparation of the specimens out of the operating room and that involve several experts. In
contrast, NIVI could provide fast imaging of margins in the operating room, differentiating
biochemical markers, such as level of myoglobin, level of oxygenation, lipid-to-protein ratio,
etc., with micrometric resolution.
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Chapter 5
Future Directions and Conclusions
The possibility of doing broadband spectroscopy at fast rates and free of nonresonant back-
ground makes NIVI a promising diagnostic method in many biological and medical applica-
tions. However, since this is a nascent technique, some crucial issues have to be addressed.
In this section, possible applications of NIVI and a brief description of the next steps for
improving the performance of the system are discussed, followed by the conclusions of this
work.
5.1 Possible Applications with NIVI
Despite the growing interest in CARS to monitor biological processes, its use has been almost
exclusively dedicated to the study of lipids, because large signals are obtained from their CH
stretching modes in the spectral range from 2800 cm−1 to 3100 cm−1. Future applications
of CARS that exploit this vibrations include:
1. Study of the action of drugs associated with production of lipids in cells
2. Characterization of lipids in live cells during mitosis and apoptosis
3. Single cell vibrational imaging
And so, CARS is expected to have potential applications in such fields as membrane
biology, neurobiology, and pathology. Nevertheless, many more applications can be found if
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the selectivity is improved to target a broader variety of macromolecules. As was apparent
from the discussion on the characterization of mammary tissue (Section 4.2), this could be
achieved if vibrational spectra are collected in the fingerprint region, because this region
presents a higher density of peaks that are specific to certain macromolecules. A represen-
tative vibrational spectrum of biological specimens is shown in Figure 5.1, corresponding
to the spectrum of P22 virus at 80 µg/µL in H2O buffer [75]. The bottom profile shows
the complete spectrum, including the H2O stretching vibrations of water (3000-3700 cm
−1),
which can be used for following water flow and density, and the CH-stretching region (∼2900
cm−1), which is common to virtually any macromolecule. However, as seen before, the CH
spectral shape can provide more detailed information. In particular, the discrimination of
protein and lipid domains in mammary tissue has been shown here. The best chemical se-
lectivity is obtained in the region 600-1800 cm−1. Bands in this region include the O-P-O
vibration at 1003 cm−1, present in the DNA backbone, and the amide-I band at 1666 cm−1,
common to polypeptides. This later band can be used to map protein density. Other peaks
in this region correspond to particular amino acids or nucleosides (see Table 5.1). Next to
this region, a small peak at 2573 cm−1 is present, and corresponds to SH stretching. Also
in this intermediate region, a CD (where D stands for deuterium) vibrational peak in the
range of 2100 to 2300 cm−1 is present, where no other intrinsic vibrational responses can be
found.
Table 5.1: Characteristic vibrational frequencies of amino acids and nucleosides [75].









Figure 5.1: Vibrational spectrum representative of biological specimens. Adapted from [76].
Having access to this entire spectrum, and by the use of appropriate discrimination
techniques, more than one type of molecule could be spatially mapped simultaneously, which
would be beneficial in the study of complex systems in real time. NIVI could study key
chemical reactions in metabolic pathways in living cells that are currently studied only in
test tubes. For example, it is well known that enzymatic activity depends on pH. NIVI
could study how the local environment pH affects and regulates certain reactions in different
parts of the cell. This could be done by spatially mapping the variation of the spectra as
the reaction proceeds inside the cell. In principle, sensitivity is not an issue in CARS for
such applications. Enzymatic turnover numbers can be in the order of 1016, and current
sensitivity for CARS microscopy has been estimated in 105 vibrational oscillators [77].
In studying enzymatic activity, other important questions could be answered by the use
of broadband CARS techniques. It is hypothesized that following the initial binding of an
enzyme with its substrate a conformational change occurs in the complex, in a process known
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as induced fit. In essence, the binding of the substrate alters the conformation of the enzyme,
so that they fit each other more precisely. This change is key to understanding the extraordi-
nary power of enzymes in lowering the action potential of reactions. Presumably, the induced
fit would manifest spectroscopically as small shifts on the peaks when the conformational
changes occur. Identification of these peaks would give a better understanding of the type
of conformations that occur at a molecular level.
An important characteristic of NIVI is the endogenous nature of its signal and mecha-
nism. As described in the introduction, fluorescence has been very successful at achieving
chemical imaging. Commonly, it makes use of fluorophores, which can be attached to large
proteins without altering their functions significantly. Nevertheless, this is not the case for
smaller molecules that play important roles in the regulation of metabolic pathways such as
metabolites, which bind noncovalently to enzymes to allosterically regulate them, so that at-
tachments would significantly alter the precise chemical equilibrium needed for the covalent
binding and consequent regulation. On the other hand, NIVI could track metabolites with
no intrinsic difficulties.
NIVI could also be used in tracking new drugs to verify that they are delivered in sufficient
quantities to their target sites, and that they do not cause undesirable side effects.
Following the current line of study, the NIVI project has as future application the char-
acterization of tumor progression in mammary tissue. For this, it is important to re-tune for
access to the fingerprint region to identify differences between epithelial cells and stroma,
as well as potential differences between normal and malignant epithelial cells. Other cells
present in the tumor stroma, such as mast cells, neutrophils and mesenchymal stem cells, can
also promote cancer invasion and metastasis, and their activity in situ has to be investigated
[78]. Nevertheless, its most immediate application could be related to the investigation of
the relation of the collagen and lipid domains in tumor development.
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5.2 Technical Improvements for NIVI
The mentioned applications represent a challenging task, because of the high abundance
of closely packed vibrational peaks in the fingerprint region. It is crucial to have a more
thorough reconstruction of the spectra as well as a better spatial resolution that allows
mapping intra-cellular compartments (i.e. nucleus and organelles). Improving the spatial
resolution will also avoid overlapping of spectra, but how this will compromise the signal
levels is still unknown. Additionally, the intensity of anti-Stokes radiation in the fingerprint
region is not as high as in the CH stretching mode region, further reducing the SNR.
The ultimate purpose of using two broadband pulses in NIVI is to optimize the anti-
Stokes signal while suppressing the background using coherent control. This would require
pulse-shaping the pump and Stokes beams. Current development in this area by other groups
has been done only from the perspective of minimizing the amount of nonresonant signal
and/or causing coherent addition of resonant signal to target particular complex molecules.
Nevertheless, the quantum characteristics of the vibrational transitions have not been studied
in detail in the context of imaging. Accounting for them is necessary to cause an effective
population of the vibrational levels (see Appendix C) and a first proposal in this direction,
although not explicitly stated, constitutes the first NIVI paper [60], in which the fields are
shaped to sweep the vibrational frequencies sequentially, to guarantee an adiabatic transition
of the molecules to their excited vibrational states.
Finally, the quality of the spectral reconstruction can be improved by solving the inverse
problem for CARS generation as it is applied in NIVI. This should reconstruct spectra with
a resolution not limited by the envelope of the pump, and not weighted by the Stokes and
reference spectral profiles, so that a susceptibility that truly represents the sample is retrieved
to enable the use of NIVI as an analytical chemical tool.
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5.3 Conclusions
The experiment in this thesis has shown that, by chirping the pump, broadband pump and
Stokes pulses can be simultaneously used in the acquisition of high resolution broadband
CARS spectra. The experiment has also shown that interferometric detection is an effec-
tive method for the suppression of the nonresonant background. Such improvements offer
the possibility of spatially mapping the distribution of certain macromolecules with fast ac-
quisition in the CH stretching region, constructing micro-spectroscopic images, instead of
intensity images at single resonances, as conventional CARS techniques do. In particular, the
system was used in the spectral characterization of mammary tissue, where two main spec-
tral domains were identified and spatially separated: proteins and lipids. Spectral imaging in
tumors showed that these tissues were characterized by an attrition in fat. All these results
were corroborated by spontaneous Raman scattering spectroscopy. Nevertheless, further im-
provement in the selectivity is crucial to push NIVI into biological and medical applications.
This can be achieved by targeting resonances in the fingerprint region, a challenging task
for future development of the system. Looking into the fingerprint region may help in the
discrimination of epithelial cells and stroma, as well as indicate the level of oxygenation of
tissues, and other chemical components, such as carotenoids in the case of mammary tissue,
all of them being important diagnostic markers for tumor development. Besides this, other
possible applications include the study of enzymatic activity and drug delivery. As diseases
cause changes in the molecular composition of tissues, these changes should be reflected in
the spectra. Future work with this technique will center around characterizing pathological




The Nonlinear Wave Equation
In the absence of currents or charges, Maxwell equations are
~∇ · ~D = ~∇ · (ε ~E + ~PNL) = ~0 (A.1)
~∇ · ~B = ~0 (A.2)

































Up to this point, all the fields are functions of position and time. Changing to the
frequency domain, and using the identity ~∇ × ~∇ × ~A = −∇2 ~A + ~∇(~∇ · ~A), the expression
becomes
−∇2 ~E + ~∇(~∇ · ~E) = −∇2 ~E − 1
ε








∇2 ~E + k2as ~E = −µ0ω2as ~P (3) −
1
ε
~∇(~∇ · ~P (3)) (A.7)
∇2 ~E + k2as ~E = −(µ0ω2asI−
1
ε
~∇~∇) · ~P (3) (A.8)
where I is a unitary matrix. Because of linearity, the response to the system is nothing but
the convolution of the Green’s function with the polarization:

















r ~P (3)(~r′)d3~r′ (A.10)
The solution to this equation depends on the particular form of P (3)(~r). No detailed
analytic solution has been shown beyond this point for assumed forms of P (3)(~r), but simu-
lations have shown that for small scatterers, the radiated signal is close to isotropic, and it




In a one-dimensional problem, consider the pulses Epe
ikpx and Ese
iksx to serve as pump/probe



















where L is the length over which the nonlinear process takes place. Integrating this expression






When there is phase matching (i.e. ∆k = 0), the fields generated at different positions in
the crystal add constructively, and a high power conversion is achieved. On the other hand,
when phase matching is not achieved, the converted optical energy changes periodically
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(possibly thousands of times during the passage through the crystal).
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Appendix C
Optical Fields and Two-Level Systems
for CARS
Conventional CARS techniques work in the low field approximation, in which a very low
inversion of the population from the ground state to the excited vibrational states is achieved.
To optimize this, it is desirable to gain control over the population of states.
These transitions can be induced either by using a series of intense ultra-short pulses (the
pulses are shaped for a particular molecular structure) or by frequency chirping (the optical
field sweeps the population of vibrational states). While the first method is in general more
selective in terms of exciting desired transitions, the second is more robust and gives more
flexibility in terms of laser parameters (intensity, pulse duration, chirp rate) [79]. The only
necessary condition for the field is that it be adiabatic (this notion will be discussed below).
Of particular interest for this purpose is the so-called stimulated Raman adiabatic pas-
sage, which bases transitions on the stimulated Raman effect. In this stimulated transition,
the pump and the Stokes pulses overlap to induce an inversion in a three-level system in a
Λ configuration [79]. Other methods have shown that it is possible to eliminate the virtual
states, reducing the model to a two-level system [79]. This is the case of Raman chirped
adiabatic passage (RCAP).
The following explanation is done within the framework of the so-called rotating wave
approximation. The spin vector model used for magnetic resonance will be equally applied
to this optical resonance problem and a fictitious electric spin vector is introduced, where its
components are related to the atom’s dipole moment. This theory relies on three important
assumptions:
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1. Two-level atom model. For CARS, this implies that the transition does not take into
account the virtual state, which is precisely the approximation used in RCAP. The
two-level system interacts with an effective field (that accounts for both the pump and
Stokes fields).
2. Semi-classical radiation theory: Quantum correlations between the atom and the field
are unimportant.
3. Rotating wave approximation (RWA): Near the optical resonance, oscillations of the
pseudo spin vector at twice the optical frequency can be neglected.
Based on the first assumption, the Hamiltonian for this system can be written as
HT = HA − ~d · ~ (C.1)
where HA is the original Hamiltonian of the two-level system and the second term is the
interaction of the external electric field ~ with the atom’s dipole ~d. In the following equations
σi, i={1,2,3} are the Pauli matrices. The dipole operator can be written as
~d = ~drσ1 − ~diσ2 (C.2)




(E+ + E−)I +
1
2
(E+ − E−)σ3 (C.3)
where E+, E− are the eigenvalues of HA and I is the identity matrix. Rewriting the Hamil-




(E+ + E−)I +
1
2
(E+ − E−)σ3 − (~dr · ~)σ1 + (~di · ~)σ2 (C.4)
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According to the Heisenberg interpretation of quantum mechanics, the Pauli matrices




~σ(t) = [~σ(t), HT ] (C.5)
where ~σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3). We are interested in determining the expected value of these oper-
ators, so, by noting that assumption 2 can be stated as < ~(t)σi >=< ~(t) >< σi > and
calling ~s(t) =< ~σ(t) >, we can solve the equations for the evolution of ~s(t) in time. The
result can be expressed as the cross product of the pseudo spin vector ~s(t) with a torque
vector ~ΩF that represents the interaction of the field with the system:
d
dt
~s(t) = ~ΩF ⊗ ~s(t) (C.6)
The torque vector has components
~ΩF = (−k, 0, ω0) (C.7)
Here ω0 is such that ~ω0 = E+ − E− is the energy of transition, and ω is the oscillation
of the electric field. The matrices follow the relation s1(t)
2 + s2(t)
2 + s3(t)
2 = 1. Note that if
~ΩF is static, the pseudo-spin vector will rotate around it. Nevertheless, this is not the case,
since the electric field, and therefore ~ΩF , oscillates at frequencies comparable to those of the
pseudo-spin vector. After changing the frame of reference to be one rotating to the right at
frequency ω and appealing to assumption 3, the above equations can be written as
d
dt
~ρ = ~Ω⊗ ~ρ (C.8)
with
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This time, the torque vector is slowly varying, and therefore the pseudo-spin can rotate
around it. It is important to notice that the third component of ~ρ represents the change in
energies of the system (and therefore, the inversion). Additionally, the second component
represents the absorptive component of the dipole moment, and the third one represents
its dispersive component. Causing an inversion is represented by bringing the pseudo-spin
vector from a value of -1 to 1 in the third axis (Figure C.1). Based on this simple theoretical
approach, two methods are distinguished to perform the inversion of population. The first
requires very precise intensities and pulse durations of monochromatic light in resonance
with the molecular transition frequency. In this case, the torque vector points toward axis
-ρ1 of Figure C.1(a) so that the pseudo-spin vector rotates in the plane 2-3. This method
inverts the population when the pulse area (Rabi frequency times pulse duration) is equal to
pi . Figure C.1(b) shows the lack of robustness for this case. Small changes in the amplitude
of the pulse or its duration may affect considerably the inversion in the population.
More robust methods require sweeping the frequency of the source slowly enough so that
an adiabatic following of pseudo-spin is produced. Sweeping the frequencies from below
resonance to above it, slowly brings the torque vector from -1 to 1 in the third axis [Figure
C.1(c)]. The pseudospin precesses about this torque as long as the speed at which the torque
vector moves is slower than the speed of precession. Figure C.1(d) shows the robustness of
this method.
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Figure C.1: Two schematics for level transition in two-level system. (a) Pulse at resonance,
(b) chirped pulse.
This is the motivation to build NIVI as proposed in [60]. For CARS, the sweep is in the




Derivation of CARS as a Two-Step
Process
In the most general case, the time evolution of the third order nonlinear polarization can
be understood as a multidimensional convolution between the optical field and an impulse
response of the molecule, which is closely related to the spectral characterization we are
looking for. In fact, they are Fourier pairs. Without assuming narrow-band pulses as before,
when photons of individual frequencies and a single vibrational level are considered, the more
general description of the third order polarization is







R(τ1, τ2, τ3)E(t− τ1)E(t− τ2)E(t− τ3)dτ1dτ2dτ3 (D.1)
It is more illustrative to look at the process in the frequency domain. For that purpose,





Then, the expression can be reduced to







χ(3)(−ωT , ω1, ω2, ω3)E(ω1)E(ω2)E(ω3)e−i(ω1+ω2+ω3)tdω1dω2dω3 (D.3)
with
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Here, ωT represents the frequency resulting from the process. Notice that the definition
of χ(3) resembles the Fourier transform of the impulse response. Now, let us consider what







we have the expression







χ(3)(−ωT ;ω1, ω2, ω3)E(ω1)E(ω2)E(ω3)δ(ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − ω)dω1dω2dω3
(D.6)





e−i(ω1+ω2+ω3−ω)tdt = δ(ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − ω) (D.7)
which imposes a condition on the conservation of energy in the process. In the case of CARS,
we write









and after applying the Dirac delta, the frequency response of the polarization is
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χ(3)(−ωas;ωp,−ωs, ωas − (ωp − ωs))E(ωp)E(ωs)∗E(ωas − (ωp − ωs))dωpdωs
(D.9)
Now, for a CARS process, the form of the susceptibility is as follows:
χ(3)(−ωas;ωp,−ωs, ωp′) =
 χ
(3)(ωp − ωs), 0 < ωp − ωs < ωas
0, else
Furthermore, consider collinear incident fields only in one direction to the sample (so
that there are no contributions with negative frequencies). Finally, defining Ω ≡ ωp−ωs, we
simplify the expression for a CARS process to






∗E(ωas − Ω)dωsdΩ (D.10)

















P (3)(ωas) = ε0
∫ ωas
0
E(ωas − Ω)N(Ω)dΩ (D.13)
Equation (D.12) is called the coherence function, and accounts for the population of the
excited states by the interaction of the pump and Stokes pulses with the sample. Equation
(D.13) corresponds to the interaction of the excited vibrational states with the pump in the




Here the expression in Equation (3.5) is derived from Equation (3.4) using the stationary
phase approximation. Taking the Fourier transform, the field in Equation (3.4) in time












(ω − ω0)2 − αωt (E.2)
Recall that Ep0(ω) is real. If α has small values, the exponential term varies rapidly
with respect to the slowly varying envelope Ep0(ω). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume




g(ω) = 0 (E.3)
which happens at ω∗ = ω0 + αt. Expanding g(ω) in its Taylor series around this value, and











where the slowly varying function has been taken out of the integral and evaluated at the















So, the frequencies are swept as a function of time. The characterization of the evolution
of this phase allows the reconstruction of the temporal vibrational response of the molecule
with high spectral resolution, even though broadband pulses (i.e. femtosecond pulses) are
used as the pump (see Section 3.2.1).
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